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About This Game

Dragonward is a retro-inspired arcade game with focus on resource management. It features a simple yet beautiful 4 colors pixel
art and remarkable chiptune music.

You're a newbie traveler on the road to the dragon's nest. Your objective is to slay the dragon, save the realm and, of course,
become The Dragon Slayer!

Gameplay:

Walk a lot;

Fight fearsome monsters;

Live odd events;

Make choices to survive;

Save money for the lunch, or lose it on a dice game;

Cook on the firepit;

Venture in dangerous dungeons;
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Walk more;

Step over deadly traps;

Collect mysterious writings;

Get stronger;

Take rides with experienced people;

Beat the mighty dragon;

It also features an offline score board, so you can compete with the grandpa!
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The ability to pick items up off the ground is so inconsistent that I just avoid pickups altogether.. Great art showed in great
detail and surprising sceneries (that couldn't be used in a real world). I'll visit it more. You can almos touch them all :)
One thing to improve IMO is the ability to shake off the leaflet or at least remove the annoying sound of shuffling it between
hands.. I got interested in this pack mainly because it's not holiday themed like most of the other cosmetic ones.

I bought it because I found out it was originally an exclusive in game reward and people got mad about it being on sale, so I had
to get it out of spite.

The rims look sick, though.. Quite possibly the greatest birthday gift I've ever recieved
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however be warned this game is very difficult so if your looking for something you can do in a few hours this isn't it. Overall,
it's a great experience and I recommend it.. Neat little game. It looks very good and I specially like the 3d camera mode. It's
definitely worth the money. The only thing I am missing is a "non-mission" mode for single-player in which you can try out all
the different mechanics on your own.
If the "Finished" and "Lost"-screens would then be displayed a little shorter, this would be perfect!
. Brilliant - this is all assisted stuff, no musical talent required, but boy does it make you feel like you have some! The VR
options are nicely considerate to play space and making the 'choons is just immensely fun and diverting. We've had amazing fun
with this, super creative and it's really great pass-n-play with mates too. I'm off now to buy the Phineas and Ferb DLC for my 10
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yr old. Keep up the great start devs!. Empty servers. Nothing to do... Maybe I'm just in the wrong timezone . . . pass... One of
my favourite childhood games
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Well Bad Bots is not either Bad or Good it is average.
Why you asking ? I will tell you the story.

First of all there are no gamebreaking bugs or mistake that will stop you from finish what you started. But the game lost his faith
a two stupid gameplay functions. The first one is the you are hit by electric or melee animation that will keep you struggling and
stun locks you in the first final run. And the second his that you will keep climbing up at edges, even when you want to go down.

Ok ok stop it. I tell you somethin you dont even know about. I will go backwards.

Bad Bot is a Game of his genre to be an average one. It contain a simple story and no really deep Gameplay functions. Just run
and gun.

The enemy is an army full of robots and they want to kill you. How unforgened that this is to simple. There are different types
of enemys and there a map obstacle that arent really funny. But there are only two parts of each level where you gonna die. Both
parts are nearly at the end. The First one is the run thru the sleep quaters. At this point you need to fight lot of melee enemys
that spawn until a current amount is reached. There is problem number one. The problem based on the you are hit by melee
animation that will stun lock you and you die. The second part is the End fight against mother. Not a big deal but you need along
time to take her down. Because she has a big amount of Health.

The rest simple, repeated and not challenging at all.

And it is short.
Do I recommend it to buy and play it.
Yes and No. 5 bucks are to much more 4 hours. It isnt worth.
When you like Game of that type you should buy it and played. better wait for sale.
To the rest. This game is no must have. But it is a nice have.. The game is in the alpha development stage. It's not finished.

{Here is a tip}

Don't use the desktop icon.

Launch it from your steam library list by right clicking on it. This is where they put the experimental versions of the game.. My
first look, loving this game so far! https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=t5xpUdNdIPA. How I described this game to my
brothers:
I WANTED TO PLAY A STRESS FREE CASUAL GAME AND LOOK WHAT HAPPENED.
CAPS LOCK RAGE.

And why the rage? Well, there are a few things. Proper nouns, abbreviations, foreign language words (I had "moi" on
a puzzle more than once) which just do not belong in a game like this, and an incomplete English language dictionary.
Also, on more than one occasion I could have swore I typed a word that later showed up when I used the hint button. It
was as if the word didn't register the first time I typed it. I am curious if any one else had a similar problem, or maybe
I just typed too fast and spelled the words wrong.

At this point I can not recommend Ace of Words, even if it's on sale. Should these problems be worked out, my review
will change to reflect that.

Avoid unless you want\/need easy achievements.. 11 hours of a solid game. I would recommend playing through on the
hardest difficulty though, everything was a bit easy.

I'm not sure why some people who review this game say it has a lot of religious stuff forced on you but as someone who
isn't religious I didn't feel that at all throughout the entire experience. There was NOTHING about religion even
mentioned throughout the game. I'm a very firm believer in keeping religious beliefs out of gaming and there was
certainly nothing religious forced on me during my 11 hour playthrough.

Anyway, a nice little hidden unexpected gem of a game. I hope they make a sequel.
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. game is♥♥♥♥♥♥

. this game was hard when i was little and it still is. The game itself is brilliant, Scene of the Crime is great, but despite
what Steam said in the specs when I ordered it, it requires a separate graphics card, an onboard card stutters and craps
out.

Exteremly disappointed that Steam / Screaming Villians didn't make this clear before purchase, and that Steam didn't
refund my purchase when the issue was made clear to them.

Recommend the game, yes. Recommend Steam's ability to supply sensible specifications, no.. its okay and Kinda sucks
honestly.
the models are meant to originally stand in one specific pose so they bend and twist in weird ways and angles.
it's nice they work around this with some muscle modding and bend physics but still not good enough with these low
quality models.
the interface is good simple and easy to figure out.
The stock poses look like references for super hero comics wich with these models makes some sense but then if thats
the case i would like some body size customizations as well.
I would like to have at least a body fat option or use a size morph and use ridiculous proportioned models as well. like a
big upper body with short legs or big head with a tiny body.
i dont think this is worth $9.99 and maybe more like 5 dollars at most because you'll be only able to use 3 body types
with both the male a female model very skinny, average and muscle with no room for customization aside from
choosing a option between these 3 sizes.
I feel I couldve gotten the same experience from daz studio since its free and comes with a stock male and female model
that I can customize and pose and take screen shots.
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